
The integration of Albion’s legendary quality with
state-of-the-art engineering means that our
B-Line tools surpass the competition in
value and durability.
Compare the “B26” features with 

any other gun:

● 26:1 thrust ratio— Makes dispensing the 
thickest material easier.

● Longer dispensing tool life— Albion’s 
adjustment screw technology means increased 

life of the gun—as the tool 
wears you can adjust the screw to
eliminate wasted motion.

●Increased durability— Albion’s 
legendary double gripping plates
and steel trigger means increased
durability; if it’s dropped it won’t
break.

●More user friendly— Albion’s unique design
handles both 1:1 and 2:1 cartridges
with no changeover — cartridges
simply snap into place.

●Increased efficiency— Albion’s
improved pump efficiency means you
get the job done quicker.  Designed so
that it takes fewer pumps to empty a
cartridge, you get more efficient use
of hand motion.

Don’t settle for anything less than the
best.  For more information, visit us at
our website at www.albioneng.com.
Our full line of products come with an
Albion warranty and our commitment
to professional quality tools.

ALBION Engineering Co.
1250 N. Church Street
Moorestown, NJ USA 08057-1102
856-235-6688

FAX TOLL-FREE: 800-841-7132 E-MAIL: service@albioneng.com
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Albion Engineering— 
Albion Engineering is a third-

generation company internationally
recognized as a leader in the field of
handheld dispensing technologies.
Albion supports multiple industries with
innovative, high-quality
dispensing tools and
accessories for the most
demanding applications.
More information on
our products and
services is available on
our website or by
requesting the latest
issue of our Catalog
and Handbook 333.

BB
The

Line

B26T200 and B26T400

Introducing Albion’s Multi-Component
200ml & 400ml cartridge dispensing tools.

Both models handle 2:1 and 1:1 cartridge applications

www.albioneng.com

B26T200 & B26T400 
both use 1:1 and
2:1 cartridges
Also Available:
4:1 -B26T200x4

-B26T400x4
10:1 -B26T200x10

-B26T400x10

adjustment screw

double gripping plates

cartridges snap in place
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